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ABSTRACT: Light-sheet fluorescence microscopy has made a sub-
stantial imprint in the development of cell biology, anatomical sciences
and neurosciences with its superior performance of high-speed three-
dimensional imaging acquisition at high resolution. However, its
implementation requires delicate instrumentation, and further extension
of its present capability seems limited by current optics systems and
techniques. Metasurfaces are presently receiving increased attention for its
versatile capacity in constructing multifunctional photonic components
with low dimension and high efficiency. Here, we propose and design a
dielectric metasurface to realize convenient multiple light-sheet
illumination. In mathematics, ideal periodic multiple light sheets are the Fourier transform of a series of coherent light waves
with discrete angular spatial frequencies, which can be easily generated by the sophisticatedly designed compact yet efficient
metasurface. Full-wave simulations demonstrate that the diffraction pattern, produced by the metasurface, has extremely large
interval and nearly half-wavelength thickness in the direction perpendicular to light propagation. This consequently allows for the
realization of multiple light sheets with time-averaged uniform intensity by mechanically dithering the metasurface in the
propagation direction. We finally show that the inevitable background noise dressed in the diffraction pattern can be effectively
suppressed by adopting two-photon excitation. This study provides a practicable means to produce multiple light sheets
potentially for building high-speed, high-resolution light-sheet microscopy.
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Light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) allows fast
and truly three-dimensional imaging to capture important

dynamic biological processes with reduced phototoxicity and
improved axial resolution.1−3 By using a light-sheet illumina-
tion, only a thin slice of the sample is excited and the
fluorescence signals are perpendicularly collected by a detection
objective and recorded by a two-dimensional imaging sensor.
When the light sheet has a thickness smaller than the
diffraction-limited spot size of objective the axial resolution of
LSFM imaging can thus be improved. In general, a virtual light-
sheet can be obtained by scanning in one direction a narrow-
beam illumination, which can be obtained through a focused
Gaussian beam or a Bessel beam. For instance, focusing a
Gaussian beam with a cylindrical lens gives rise to a line beam
with a full-width at half-maximum (fwhm) on the order of one
wavelength.4 For comparison, a Bessel beam, which can own a
similar line width as that of a highly focused Gaussian beam, has
negligible spread in the propagation direction (nondiffracting)
and its fascinating self-reconstruction property allows high-
quality imaging of highly scattering random media such as
biological tissues. The imaging performance of Bessel beams is
ultimately limited by the background noise associated with the
outer rings of the beams.5,6 Other nondiffracting beams like
Airy beams were also proposed for LSFM.7−9 However,
creating a light sheet by line-scanning illumination incurs a

great cost of time and thus significantly restricts the speed of
imaging acquisition. By moving a Bessel beam in discrete steps
at a speed higher than the exposure time of imaging, a linear
array of Bessel beams was created.10 By doing so, one can
suppress the undesired effects of the outer beam rings and also
simultaneously extend the effective illumination area. To
further extend illumination area, optical lattices, formed by
the interference of coherent plane waves traveling in well-
defined different directions, were employed to produce
uniform-intensity light sheets by dithering the lattices in the
light propagation direction. These lattice light sheets can offer
much faster imaging acquisition yet at high axial resolution.11

Other methods, including space-time light sheets,12 reflective
light sheets,13 and line-Bessel light sheets,14 have also been
reported recently. All these proposed methods suggest there is
a trade-off among field of view, light sheet thickness,
illumination efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Here, we exploit the spatial Fourier transform in the study of

light waves to realize a new class of multiple light sheets
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possessing small sheet thickness and large sheet interval. The
multiple periodic light sheets can be taken as a Dirac comb
function in mathematics. The Fourier transform of a Dirac
comb is another Dirac comb with inverse scaling, which means
multiple light sheets with a large period can be generated by a
series of coherent light waves with discrete spatial frequencies
with a small period. Based on this principle, we are able to
create multiple periodic light sheets with controllable sheet
interval. Our simulation results show that the sheet interval can
be as large as several wavelengths, much larger than the focal
depth of the detection objective and hence cross-talk between
multiple plane imaging can be significantly suppressed. In the
meanwhile, the sheet thickness remains very small, nearly equal
to 53% of the wavelength in the case of a 0.86 numerical
aperture (NA). Because the spatial frequencies can be discrete
in at least two dimensions, there should exist two-dimensional
patterns in these light sheets. By dithering these patterns along
the planes at a high speed, multiple light sheets which are very
thin and well separated from each other can be obtained. The
implementation of such multiple light sheets with dielectric
metasurfaces and their target application as multiple-plane
illumination for fast-acquisition and high-resolution LSFM will
be discussed in the following.
Recently, metasurfaces consisting of ultrathin layers of

metallic or high-index dielectric nanoantennas have demon-
strated unprecedented capabilities in controlling light wave-
fronts at subwavelength spatial resolution in both reflection and
transmission configurations.15−17 Compared to traditional
bulky refractive optics components, metasurfaces of planar
structures are of ultracapacity for realizing versatile multifunc-
tional photonic components with compact size, high efficiency
and reliable performance. For instance, metalenses with
subwavelength imaging resolution and broadband achromatism
were successfully fabricated, exhibiting imaging performance
comparable or even better than state-of-the-art commercial
objectives.18−23 As an extension, metasurfaces may also have
unique advantages when applied to other lens-based imaging
systems such as light-sheet microscopy. Previously, laser waves
with discrete spatial frequencies were often produced by a
mask, and a lens was then used to make a Fourier transform
such that a diffraction pattern emerged around the focal
plane.11 Here, we adopt advanced metasurface concepts and
approaches to produce laser waves of discrete spatial
frequencies and, in the meanwhile, focus them to an
overlapping region for diffraction pattern generation. The use
of metasurfaces can significantly benefit the practical optical
path designs. On the one hand, using a single metasurface here
can eliminate the difficulties in precisely aligning the relative
position and orientation of a set of spatial filter, cylindrical lens,
prism, and spatial phase plate commonly used in LSFM. On the
other hand, to obtain multiple light sheets with uniform
intensity one needs to dither the optical patterns by oscillating
the metasurface along the light propagation direction.10,11

Compared to conventional bulky refractive optics lenses, such
ultrathin and lightweight metasurfaces can be mechanically
dithered in an easier manner and hence make the proposed
design of multiple light-sheet microscopy more experimentally
feasible. The last but not the least, considering the limited space
between the light illumination lens and the microscope
objective for sample positioning and manipulation, a flat
metasurface-based element providing illumination can save
more space for optics system integration.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An incident beam passes through a purposely designed
metasurface and produces desired diffraction patterns around
the focal plane. As shown in Figure 1a, by dithering the

metasurface at a high speed in the light propagation direction
(i.e., x direction), time-averaged uniform illumination of
multiple light sheets can be realized in the x−y plane. The
fluorescence signals are then collected and recorded above the
light sheets with the objective-camera imaging system.
Although previous investigations explored the fast-acquisition
three-dimensional fluorescence microscopy by multiple light-
sheets illumination24 and simultaneous detection using multi-
focusing imaging techniques,25−29 so far, no satisfactory
multiple light sheets have been realized. In ref 24, multiple
light-sheet illumination using simple interference of two plane
waves was explored. Assuming the wavevector of a coherent
light wave k0 only has x and z components (kx and kz; k0 = (kx

2

+ kz
2)1/2), in the interference area of two coherent plane waves

with opposite wavevectors in z direction (kz), the light field
amplitude can be modulated to be a cosinoidal function of
spatial position z (uniform in the x−y plane) and obtain a
spatial frequency qz, where qz = 2kz. The resulted multiple
“cosinoidal” light sheets show an interplay between light-sheet
thickness and sheet interval, which causes great contradiction
between high axial resolution (requiring small sheet thickness)
and low SNR (requiring large sheet interval).
To achieve high-speed and high-resolution imaging acquis-

ition, a single light sheet or multiple light sheets with large
separation space are required. The optical interference patterns
in the z direction, f(z), can be comprehended as an optical
Fourier transform of spatial angular frequency sets F(qz). From
this point of view, an ideal single light sheet, which can be
described by a delta function δ(z) in a one-dimensional spatial
domain (Figure 1b),30 can be taken as a superposition of

Figure 1. Schematic and working principle of multiple light sheets. (a)
Schematic of the proposed metasurface-based multiple light-sheet
microscopy. A coherent incident light beam is modified by a purposely
designed metasurface to generate 2D light patterns, dithering which
along x direction produces multiple light sheets with uniform intensity.
Fluorescence photons are detected by the imaging system coupled to
an optical microscope. (b) Mathematic expression of an ideal single
light sheet δ(z) and its Fourier transform FT(δ(z)), a constant in kz
domain. (c) Mathematic expression of ideal multiple light sheets d(z),
a Dirac comb function in z coordinate and its Fourier transform D(kz),
another Dirac comb function in kz domain. The period Λkz is related to
Δz via Λkz = π/Δz (see eq 3).
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cosinusoidally modulated light fields of all spatial angular
frequencies qz with equal variation of amplitude (the Fourier
transform of a delta function is a constant function). Given qz =
2kz, coherent light waves of all kz are required, as shown in
Figure 1b. Physically, it is difficult to achieve such ideal scenario
for the following reasons. One simple reason is that the
numerical aperture of a lens or diffraction element is limited. As
a result, the thickness of the plane illumination formed by light
focusing cannot be infinitely small, but diffraction-limited.
Another more important reason is that the spatial angular
frequencies keep continuous in at least two dimensions, which
leads to the fact that the focused light energy extends
continuously only in one dimension. Given that k0 = (kx

2 +
kz

2)1/2, a continuous variation of kz is accompanied by a
continuous range of kx, which leads to an island of amplitude in
both x and z directions. In y direction, the intensity does not
change and extends continuously. This is exactly the case of
light focusing by a cylindrical lens. To avoid the synchronous
focusing of coherent light waves in both x and z directions, we
use discrete qz, as shown in Figure 1c. A Dirac comb in z
direction with period Δz is constructed from a series of delta
functions,

∑ δ= − Δ
=−∞

∞

d z z m( ) ( )
m

z
(1)

where m is an integer. Its Fourier transform in spatial frequency
domain is another Dirac comb,

∑π δ π= Δ − Δ
=−∞

∞

D q q m( ) 2 / ( 2 / )z z
m

z z
(2)

Given qz = 2kz, one has

∑π δ π= Δ − Δ
=−∞

∞

D k k m( ) 2 / (2( / ))z z
m

z z
(3)

with the period of D(kz), Λkz = π/Δz and the required discrete
wavevectors kzm = mπ/Λz.
Now we consider how to obtain the required discrete

wavevectors with metasurface design. Thus far, two generic
approaches have been proposed to achieve the full wavefront
control of 2π phase shift with metasurfaces, that is, the
propagation-induced phase delay in a transmission wavefront
through combining effective index modulation and waveguiding
effect (nonresonant type) and the phase delay induced by
scattering of nanoantennas with graded dimensions or varied
orientation (resonant type).19 Both approaches have been
further developed with designs of polarization-insensitive
nanoresonators or rotationally asymmetric birefringent nano-
structures. Figure 2 shows our conceptual realization of Dirac
comb with discrete kz using a dielectric metasurface. To design
a transmissive metasurface operating at visible wavelengths, we
choose TiO2 nanofins as high-index dielectric building blocks to
construct a nonresonant metasurface with precise phase
control, broadband response, high transmission efficiency and
strong robustness against fabrication imperfection. The TiO2
nanofins were delicately arranged to create a metalens of high
numerical aperture operating at 660 nm in ref 18. Given that
this operating wavelength of 660 nm corresponds to the
excitation wavelength of Alexa Fluor 660 dye, which is widely
used to label cells and tissues in fluorescence microscopy and
has an emission wavelength at ∼690 nm,31 we also adopt the

Figure 2. Metasurface realization of engineered wavefront. (a) Schematic of a metasurface consisting of discrete arrays of TiO2 nanofins with varied
rotation angle. Each TiO2 nanofin hasW = 85 nm, L = 410 nm, and H = 600 nm. The nanofins are arranged in a square lattice of period P = 430 nm.
Thin Au stripes are patterned on a glass substrate, and the metasurface sets are deposited at the spare space between Au stripes. (b) Calculated phase
shift and transmission efficiency as a function of the nanofin rotation angle ϕ for a right-handed incident light beam. (c) Each metasurface set is
designed to generate an engineered wavefront for light wave with discrete kzm, where kzm is the corresponding phase profile slope. (d) Except the
reflected light by the metal films, the light waves with discrete wavevectors kzm interfere in their overlapping area (marked by the dark circle) to
produce diffraction patterns for dithered multiple light sheets.
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same design of TiO2 nanofins to construct our diffraction
element for producing light sheets.
Due to the presence of geometric phase or Pancharatnam-

Berry phase,17 rotating the nanofin from 0° to 180° leads to a
transmission phase shift of a circularly polarized incident light
varied from 0 to 2π. Figure 2b shows that the designed
metasurface exhibits a near-to-unity transmission and a linear
phase shift as a function of orientation angle, ϕ, for a right-
handed incident light. Given that the optical function of a
metasurface does not change under an overall offset phase, the
phase shift of the metasurface along z can be defined as
Φmeta(z) = 2ϕ(z). The metasurface consists of discrete sets that
are responsible to produce the desired wavefront shown in
Figure 2c. Specifically, the mth set is designed to generate a
wavefront of Φmeta(z) = kzm(zm − z) + ψm such that a light wave
with discrete kzm is created, where zm and ψm are the central
location along z and a phase bias of the set, respectively (see
Methods). In order to make all the discrete light waves interfere
in the same area (dark circle in Figure 2d), along z, the position
and span width of each set are carefully designed (see
Methods). Additionally, nearly identical amplitude is required
for all the discrete light waves according to the Fourier
transform (eq 3), and hence, specific manipulation on

amplitude is needed (the intensity of each light wave of kzm
should be set as I0/tan θm, with I0 being a fixed value, see
Methods). In the simulations we use discrete plane light
sources with different amplitudes to illuminate difference sets of
the metasurface. In experiment, this may be achieved by
depositing discrete absorbing films on the back surface of the
metasurface substrate or using a spatial intensity modulator. For
practical metasurface fabrication, an array of 100 nm thick
metal stripes (Au, in yellow color) can be patterned on a glass
substrate by using electronic beam lithography (EBL) and
reactive ion etching (RIE). These metal stripes are positioned
between metasurface sets to block the undesired light
transmission. Then, a dielectric spacer can be deposited on
the array by using atomic layer deposition (ALD) or E-beam
evaporation. At last, TiO2 nanofins can be prepared by EBL and
ALD.20 The fabrication challenge may lie in the growth of TiO2
nanofins with very large aspect ratio. TiO2 can be replaced with
other materials such as recently reported GaN,21 which can be
fabricated with a relatively easy method.
Now let us demonstrate the metasurface realization of

multiple light-sheet illumination by considering practical
limitations of a microscopy system. On the one hand, because
the span width of the designed metasurface in z (defined as Lz)

Figure 3. Generation of multiple light sheets by dithering the designed metasurface. The metasurfaces have three pairs of sets with period of Λkz = 1/
3kzmax (a) and five pairs of sets with period of Λkz = 1/5kzmax (b). Each pair of sets is responsible for producing one pair of discrete ± kzm. The cross-
sectional intensity (|E|2) of the diffraction patterns in the common interference area in x−z plane is shown in the second row and the corresponding
intensity profile of the multiple light sheets produced by dithering the interference pattern along x direction is shown in the third row. The fourth
row plots the averaged intensity profile of the dithered light sheets over x direction. As highlighted by the black dashed lines, the averaged intensity
profiles in the fourth row are dressed with a background noise.
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is finite, and in experiment a distance is required between the
interference area and the metasurface for sample loading, the
angle of a discrete light wave produced by one of the
metasurface sets with respect to x direction is restricted within a
maximum angle θmax, indicating a truncated Dirac comb D(kz)
in practical design and a maximum component of wavevector in
z, kzmax = k0θmax. On the other hand, since the total span width
of the metasurface is limited (Lz) and each metasurface set has
a span width in z, the discretization number of wavevector in kz
space is confined. We define the discretization number m = ±1,
±2, ..., ±mmax (mmax is the maximum integer; m = 0 is negligible
for it only contributes a constant bias). Hence, one can
calculate the discrete wavevector kzm = mkzmax/mmax, and the
period Λkz = kzmax/mmax. In the following full-wave simulations,
θmax is specified as 60°, a half of the angle of view for a typical
objective with NA 0.86, and Lz is 800× the period of the
metasurface.
To prove the above-discussed theoretical prediction, we

simulated two cases of metasurface design with mmax = 3 and 5.
The first row in Figure 3 shows the corresponding phase
profiles and the second row shows their interference patterns
(color indicates the normalized |E|2). In the simulations, the
interference patterns were recorded by a plane field monitor in
the range of 140−230 μm in x (we set x = 0 at the metasurface
location) and −5 to 5 μm in z. The intensity drop at the x
boundaries is due to the limited interference area. It can be seen
that there exists an obvious periodicity in the patterns along z.
When these patterns are swept or dithered in x over an
appropriate distance and at a speed faster than the camera
exposure time, multiple light sheets with time-averaged uniform

intensity can be obtained. Quantitative information can thus be
extracted by averaging the light intensity over x direction (third
row of Figure 3) and plotting the averaged intensity
distribution along z direction (fourth row of Figure 3). In the
case of mmax = 3, Λkz = 1/3kzmax and the period of the multiple
light sheets in z Δz is ∼1.75λ (1.16 μm); in the case of mmax =
5, Λkz = 1/5kzmax and Δz is ∼2.9λ (1.91 μm). Both results are in
good agreement with our theoretical predictions, Δz = π/Λkz.
Consequently, for the case of mmax ≥ 5, the distance between
these light sheets can be larger than the focal depth of a
detection objective with a high numerical aperture (the focal
depth of a detection objective with NA = 1.4 is 1.41 μm at
wavelength 690 nm), and hence there will be negligible cross-
talk between the signal detection from different light sheets.
More importantly, these light sheets are very thin with a z-
directional fwhm slightly larger than a half of the excitation light
wavelength (660 nm). For the cases of mmax = 3 and 5, the
fwhm of the central light sheet (at z = 0) is 0.52λ (343 nm) and
0.53λ (350 nm), respectively. Such thin light sheets shall enable
excitation of fluorescence occurring only within a plane region
thinner than the focal depth of a typical detection objective, and
hence the axial resolution of imaging can be improved. Their
sparse distribution shall enable synchronous imaging at
multiple focal planes by using two detection objective lenses
positioned above and below the sample or using a multiple-
focus imaging system,25−29 potentially arming conventional
light sheet microscopes with high-speed volume-imaging
capability. The calculated efficiency of the design in Figure 3b
is ∼24%, which significantly outperforms the diffractive
approach for large-area light-sheet design in ref 11 (less than

Figure 4. Responsivity of interference pattern to phase matching of discrete light waves. (a) When all the light waves are strictly in phase (colored
dashed lines indicating equivalent phase planes) at certain positions x = xs (upper panel), some extremely bright spots exist in the pattern due to
strong constructive interference (middle panel). In this case, a large amplitude of dithering along x direction is required to obtain time-averaged
intensity-uniform light sheets. (b) With random phase matching (upper panel), the bright spots in the interference pattern have nearly same
intensity (middle panel). When the patterns are dithered, the light sheets are almost the same for both types of phase matching (lower panels).
Different phase matching definitions used in the simulations are given in Methods.
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1% of the incident light reaches the sample plane). Note that a
background signal with amplitude of ∼50% maximum averaged
intensity of the light sheets exists (black dashed lines in the
fourth row of Figure 3). The background mainly comes from
the fact that the discrete light waves cannot keep in phase at all
points along x and it, in principle, can be eliminated by data
postprocessing. The overall SNR of the metasurface-generated
light sheets is ∼40%, and the final imaging SNR can be
drastically reduced considering the focal depth of a detection
objective. Furthermore, the SNR of the generated light sheets
can be improved by using a method of two-photon excitation,
which will be discussed later.
After having analyzed the properties of the diffraction

patterns along the z direction, we then look into the pattern
behaviors along x direction. We find that the intensity
distribution of the patterns along x direction has a response
to the phase matching of discrete light waves. In the case of
strict phase matching, the discrete light waves are all in phase at
a certain position xs (see Methods), where strong constructive
and destructive interferences occur along the z direction (upper
panel of Figure 4a). It can be seen that the produced
interference pattern is dressed with several extremely bright
spots and simultaneously near-zero background along z
direction at the position xs (middle panel of Figure 4a). Figure
4b shows that, in the case of random phases, the interference
pattern has a more homogeneous intensity distribution in
comparison to that of strict phase matching. The extremely

bright spots in the strict phase matching condition degrades the
intensity uniformity of the pattern and hence demands large
sweeping or dithering distance to achieve intensity-uniform
multiple light sheets. From this point of view, the light waves
should be biased with random phases to avoid those particularly
bright or dark spots. It can be noted that the dithered light-
sheets of both cases are almost the same (see the lower panel of
Figure 4), indicating that the photon energy distribution along
z direction is not much affected by phase matching of the
discrete light waves. Furthermore, the specific pattern
distribution along x direction varies as the random phase
changes, while the intensity distribution of the dithered light
sheets along z direction still remains. The realization of these
two types of phase matching in the simulations is given in
Methods.
To suppress the background signal and increase the SNR of

these dithered multiple light sheets, one can take advantage of
two-photon excitation.32−35 Different from one-photon fluo-
rescence microscopy, two-photon excitation microscopy
generally uses a near-infrared (NIR) excitation light with
wavelength longer than that of the emitted visible light. On the
one hand, the NIR excitation enables deeper imaging of thick
biological samples with reduced scattering noises. On the other
hand, the SNR can be greatly improved because the two-
photon absorption is a third order nonlinear optical
phenomenon. Given the one-photon excitation occurs with
λex = 660 nm and λem = 690 nm using Alexa Fluor 660, for

Figure 5. Improving SNR using two-photon excitation: (a) simulated interference pattern in x−z plane, (b) dithered multiple light sheets, and (c) x-
direction-averaged intensity profile along z direction. Compared to the one-photon excitation with λex = 660 nm and λem = 690 nm (Figure 3b), the
quadratic dependence of two-photon excitation with λex = 900 nm and λem = 695 nm on excitation intensity greatly suppresses the background noise.
Here the metasurface design is the same as that in Figure 4b, except the operating wavelength at 900 nm. The corresponding metasurface unit of
TiO2 nanofins has W = 116 nm, L = 600 nm, and H = 818 nm with a period of 586 nm.

Figure 6. Producing quasi-single light sheet taking advantage of interferences of fan-shaped light waves. (a) Profile of phase front creating discrete
fan-shaped light waves. (b) Schematic of interferences of metasurface-produced fan-shaped light waves. (c) Pattern of effective excitation efficiency
for two-photon excitation. (d) Due to the nonplane phase front of fan-shaped light waves, significant dithered light sheet only occurs at position z =
0. As a result, the lateral light sheets can be greatly suppressed (compared to the results in Figure 5b).
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comparison, Figure 5 shows the multiple light sheets for two-
photon excitation with λex = 900 nm and λem = 695 nm using
SeTau-647.36 The metasurface unit of TiO2 nanofins operating
at 900 nm has W = 116 nm, L = 600 nm, and H = 818 nm with
a period of 586 nm. The effective signal area in the case of two-
photon excitation was simulated based on the fact that the two-
photon fluorescence intensity follows a strict quadratic
dependence on the excitation power, that is, |E|4. Compared
to the case of one-photon excitation, the fwhm of the multiple
light sheets under two-photon excitation is little changed (one-
photon: ∼340 nm, two-photon: ∼360 nm), while the
background is greatly suppressed (one-photon: ∼50%, two-
photon: ∼20%) and SNR is much improved (one-photon:
∼40%, two-photon: ∼20%).
In practical applications of LSFM, the capability of high-

speed imaging acquisition using multiple light-sheet illumina-
tion shall certainly be a priority for large-volume and
transparent samples. In those cases, our metasurface-based
multiple light sheets demonstrated above have the advantage of
high-speed scanning. If the transparency of the samples is
relatively low, however, single light-sheet illumination may be
preferred to avoid noises caused by strong scattering. Here we
show that our metasurface design can also match this
requirement by changing the phase distribution of each
metasurface set. We find that using nonplane phase fronts of
discrete fan-shaped light waves (Figure 6a,b, also see Methods)
produces inclined interference patterns with respect to x
direction except for at position z = 0 (Figure 6c). When the
patterns are dithered in x direction, Figure 6d demonstrates
that the intensity of the multiple light sheets at z ≠ 0 positions
is effectively suppressed due to spatial averaging, leading to a
quasi-single light-sheet at z = 0. Detailed design of phase front
control using metasurfaces is given in Methods. The calculated
efficiency of such a design is much lower than previous ones
(∼1%) due to large energy loss in the fan-shaped propagations.

■ CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the requirements for realizing multiple light-
sheet illumination from a mathematical point of view. Dielectric
metasurfaces have been used to generate light waves of discrete
wavevectors as a Fourier series of a Dirac comb function. Large
sheet interval and nearly half-wavelength sheet thickness, which
are both important for high-speed, high-resolution light-sheet
fluorescence microscopy, can be observed in our multiple light-
sheets produced. Combining previously proposed techniques
used in light-sheet fluorescence microscopy, such as mechanical
dithering and two-photon excitation, time-averaged intensity-
uniform multiple light-sheet illumination can be achieved for
fast acquisition of volume imaging at high resolution and
extraordinary SNR. Single light-sheet illumination is also
achieved by using the discrete light waves with nonplane
phase fronts. Here the designed dielectric metasurfaces are
lightweight and compact for mechanical dithering and capable
of dramatically simplifying present optical systems and
instrumentation, which will certainly benefit worldwide spread-
ing of light-sheet fluorescence microscopy.

■ METHODS

Metasurface Design. (1) For the case of nearly straight
propagating light waves (Figures 3−5). Assuming the maximum
angle between discrete light waves and x direction is θmax, the
corresponding maximum kz is k0 sin θmax. Setting the number of

discrete kz in the design is 2mmax (m = −mmax, ..., −1, 1, ...,
mmax), the phase profile of the mth set metasurface producing a
nearly straight propagating light wave with discrete wavevector
kzm is kzm(zm − z) + ψm, where zm and ψm are the central
position of the mth metasurface set in z axis and a bias constant
phase, respectively, and kzm = (m/mmax)k0 sin θmax, with the
angle between the light wave of kzm and x axis θm = arcsin((m/
mmax)sin θmax). As shown in Figure 7a, the central position of

the mth metasurface set zm = xpatt tan θm, where xpatt is the
central position of the dithered light sheets. The span width of
the mth metasurface set along z direction is designed as Δzm =
Δxpatt tan θm (Δxpatt. is the x-axis width span of the designed
interference pattern area, i.e., the red dashed line in Figure 7a).
The number of unit cells in each metasurface set, Cm, is the
integer part of the ratio of the span width of the metasurface set
and the corresponding period, P, that is, Cm = Δzm/P. In our
simulations, θmax is set as 60°, and the span width of the whole
metasurface in z axis is 800× the metasurface period
throughout the study. The width span of the mmaxth
metasurface set is assumed to be 160× the metasurface period.
In order to obtain near-uniform intensity of all light waves
around the interference area, the intensity of each light wave of
kzm should be set as I0/tan θm with I0 being a constant. The bias
constant phase ψm is random for the case of random phase
matching in Figure 4b, and ψm = −(zm2 + xpatt

2)1/2k0 for the
case of strict phase matching in Figure 4a such that all the light
waves are strictly in phase at xpatt.
(2) For the case of fan-shaped light waves (Figure 6). An

additional phase component ψfan(z) responsible for the fan-
shaped phase front is considered to produce discrete fan-shaped
light waves. The phase profile of the mth metasurface set for
producing a fan-shaped light wave with a discrete wavevector of
kzm is kzm(zm-z) + ψfan(z, m) + ψm, where ψfan(z, m) = k0{Δzm/
2/sin σ − [|zm − z|2 + (Δzm/2/sin σ cos σ)2]1/2}, a typical
phase front of a diverging lens with an angle of view 2σ. In our
simulations in Figure 6, σ is 60° and the span width of each
metasurface set is 40× the metasurface period. The intensity of
each light wave of kzm is set as I0/(zm

2 + xpatt.
2)1/2 such that all

Figure 7. Phase front design for metasurface sets (a) for the case of
nearly straight propagating light waves and (b) the fan-shaped light
waves.
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discrete light waves have near-equal intensity in the interference
area.
Numerical Simulation. In the full-wave simulations with

Lumerical FDTD Solution, periodic boundary conditions are
applied in y direction and perfectly matched layers are applied
in both x and z directions. Two plane wave sources with
orthogonal polarizations and a 90° phase difference are used to
generate a circularly polarized light beam. In the simulations,
we place plane wave sources with different intensities near the
surface of the metasurface sets to provide amplitude
manipulation of each discrete light wave. The size of mesh
cell is set as 30 (35) nm in the metasurface plane (y−z plane)
and 100 (110) nm along the propagation direction (x) for the
metasurface operating at 660 (900) nm. In the metal film
region, the mesh cell along x direction is 10 nm.
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